eCredits moves into its new offices in Liechtenstein
In collaboration with CV Labs, Cryptix AG established a new blockchain hub in the heart of
Vaduz, Liechtenstein. The new CV Labs Vaduz is home to an impressive roster of tenants,
including eCredits, Blocktrade, CV Labs, CoreLedger AG, inacta AG, Bitcoin Suisse AG and the
Crypto Country Association. On 24 October 2019, the new CV Labs Vaduz celebrated its Grand
Opening with more than 200 guests and representatives of the Liechtenstein Government.
Vaduz, 24 October 2019 – The who-is-who of the Swiss crypto scene attended the Grand Opening
of CV Labs Vaduz. The guest had the chance to tour the offices, network and listen to the new
tenants present their vision and mission. Cryptix Founder Bernhard Koch and eCredits CEO
Niklaus Neddermann were two of the presenters who told the audience about their goals for
2020 and beyond. ‘Being able to celebrate this new space with so many colleagues and friends is
inspiring and a testament to the strong vision all of the CV Labs companies. Watch this space,
great things will happen here,’ says Bernhard Koch.
For Cryptix, Liechtenstein is the fourth country in which the company is present, and the new
location will be the headquarters for continuing to develop their blockchain-based services and
brands. eCredits and the newly acquired Blocktrade occupy the entire second floor and plan on
expanding their teams to facilitate the upcoming launches of new products and services.
‘Sharing the space with so many successful companies presents a priceless opportunity to learn
from each other. Liechtenstein is such a crypto-friendly place, and we are looking forward to
shaping the future of blockchain’, explains Niklaus Neddermann.
Liechtenstein just passed the Blockchain Act, which promotes the development of the token
economy and strengthens the legal framework for users and service providers. ‘Liechtenstein’s
visionary financial regulation, high range of monetary professionals and the access to the
European Economic Area make it a favourable starting point for innovative ideas and products’,
says Bernhard Koch.

About Cryptix
The Cryptix Group is a full-service provider of IT, business development, legal and marketing
services and supports SMEs in the development of digital payment solutions and the realisation
of ideas based on blockchain and DLT. The fintech startup – headquartered in the Crypto Valley
in Zug, Switzerland – also develops blockchain-based payment options and its own licensed
products and platforms aligned with their mission of ‘Shaping the future of money and financial
products’.
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